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Safe
Walk

with plastic modular beltsWith plastic modular belts in the corrugated 
industry plant safety is improved



‘Safety is one of our priorities at DS Smith Packaging… 
and together with uni JCB, we make it happen’

Lars Riis
Maintenance Manager, DS Smith Packaging

In our factory in Grenå, our workers walk on modular belts when performing their normal work routines. What we at DS 
Smith Packaging can do in order to increase the safety of our staff has always high priority. For this reason, we chose to use 
the new uni JCB belt from Ammeraal Beltech Modular A/S.

The uni JCB belt has a special Y profile surface and this gives an appropriate surface grip for staff walking on the belt. The 
belt also has high visibility belt edges making it easier for the worker to see if the belt is moving. Such details are definitely 
well-considered and this is also obvious when looking at the chamfered belt edges designed to reduce trip risks and avoid 
corrugated stacks getting caught in edges and thus being damaged.

It is important that our suppliers keep abreast of the development improving worker safety. Thus, the innovative dialogue 
is the essence of the cooperation with Ammeraal Beltech Modular A/S. When agreeing to cooperate with Ammeraal Beltech 
Modular A/S, we also got the possibility to influence the result and benefit from it.

We can only say that the uni JCB belt definitely meets our demands and expectations due to the safe walk design and the eye-
catching orange edges.

We have chosen to cooperate with Ammeraal Beltech Modular A/S due to their great expertise within modular belts in the 
corrugated industry. Ammeraal Beltech Modular A/S is one of the market leaders and guarantees reliable solutions and an 
excellent service.


